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REFLECTION Stroll 
Strolls for Well-being at ISU : Press Pause & Take a Break… 

The Reflection that you infuse into daily experiences offers opportunities to notice and then 
proceed. By pausing and checking in with yourself, you can identify choices and make decisions 
that positively impact the well-being of you and others. As you begin this Stroll, let go of all your 
concerns and notice all that is around you. Become aware of what you are seeing, feeling, 
hearing in this present moment. 

As you begin, find a comfortable place where you can start at the location you have decided on. 
Once you are there, stop and take a few deep breaths, noticing and being grateful for the air 
coming into your body to support you. Breathe out any stress or tension you may be feeling or 
holding inside.  

Notice the two intentions that are offered by Strolls for Well-being at ISU. One intention is to 
notice the physical path as you walk, the natural wonders all around and the amazing art 
displayed on campus. The other intention is a contemplative path as you reflect on past, present 
and future aspects of your life. 

As you prepare to start, begin to still your mind. Put aside thoughts of schedules, to-do lists and 
other responsibilities. Come into this present moment– be right here, right now. Bring your full 
attention to the experience and the reflective opportunities. 

Each pause on your Reflection Stroll will have 

choices for reflection: 

A mindful 
movement 

A quote, 
reflection, 

or question 

A focus on 
awareness 
of senses 

A place for you to jot down your thoughts along the way 

We need your feedback! 
Click here or scan the QR 

code to access the survey.

https://iastate.qualtrics.com/jfe/form/SV_3W9WZ5lQV5T4sIe
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Pause 1: Grace and Balance 
Artist Bill Barret’s sculpture addresses the interplay between positive and 
negative space with grace, elegance and exquisite balance. Bravo III 
floats through space, curving upward and outward, flirting with weight 
and gravity; the sculpture is sensual and intuitive, rather than ruled by an 
imposed logic. Step back and notice that Bravo III resembles the 
mathematical symbol, Pi. 

Location: Northwest corner of the Gerdin Business Building 

“The more peace we have within our own lives, the more we can reflect into the 
outer world.” -Senora Roy 

 
 

 

 

  

Notice the details of the 
Bravo III sculpture. 

What do you see that 
appears to give a sense 
of grace and balance? 

Reflect on the quote by 
Senora Roy.  

How much peace do 
you have in your world? 
Where do you feel most 

peaceful? 

 

Thoughts: 
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Pause 2: Drinking It In 

This is one of the first pieces Christian Petersen created 
while at Iowa State and the first sculpture as part of the 
federal Public Works of Art Project in Iowa during the Great 
Depression. It was restored in 2013 and adds a wonderful 
atmosphere to the Food Sciences Courtyard.  

The left side portrays a 19th century family farm operation 
and the right side portrays dairy production moving to 
commercial facilities in the 1930s. The bull and three Jersey 
cows in the center were to give the impression of the cows 
drinking water from a trough. 

Location: Inside the courtyard at Food Sciences Building 

“The way we experience the world around us is a direct reflection of the world 
within us.” -Gabrielle Bernstein 

 

Mindful Movement: 
Take a slow comfortable 

inhale, breathing deep and 
full. Pause and fully exhale, 

releasing your breath.  
Repeat four times and 
notice how you feel. 

This sculpture reflects the 
changes of family farms 

over the last century.  
How have these changes 

affected your life in the past 
and today?  

 

Thoughts: 
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Pause 3: A New Life
This totem-like sculpture is one of Luis Jiménez's signature works of 
art. The sculpture is of a man crossing the border carrying a woman on 
his shoulders. The woman holds a crying infant in her arms, sheltering 
the child. This sculpture commemorates the hundreds of thousands of 
immigrants who have travelled across the southwestern border from 
Mexico into the United States in search of a better life. These figures 
are depicted to give the feeling of movement toward a goal and a will to 
survive. 

Location: Main campus, east of Morrill Hall and south of MacKay Hall 

 “Sometimes the people around you won’t understand your journey. 
They don’t need to, it’s not for them.” -Joubert Botha 

Look around in all 
directions. 

Check in with your senses. 
What do you see? 
What do you hear? 
What do you smell? 

Reflect on the quote by 
Joubert Botha.  

Have there been times in 
your life when others didn’t 
understand your journey? 

How do you feel about 
your choices? 

Thoughts: 
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Pause 4: Shady Pause 
The space between these two buildings offers a quiet, 
shady spot on sunny days. John Vincent Atanasoff is 
considered the father of the computer. He and Clifford 
Berry developed the first electronic digital computing 
device– ABC, Atanasoff-Berry Computer from 1937-1942. 

The ABC looked nothing like today’s computers; it was the 
size of a big desk and weighed 750 pounds. However, 
several innovations created then are still a part of today’s 
computer including a binary system of arithmetic and 
parallel processing. 

Location: Between Atanasoff Hall and Durham Center 

“We do not learn from experience. We learn from reflecting on experience.” 
-John Dewey

Mindful Movement: 
Walk around this quiet, 
shady area between the 

buildings. Pause on a 
bench or by a tree.  

Notice how you feel. 

Reflect on your 
experiences at Iowa 

State. How have they 
influenced your life?  

Thoughts: 
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Pause 5: Glass Gardens
This building is a prominent campus landmark constructed 
on the site of Old Main after it was destroyed by fire. It has 
housed the office of the President, Vice President and other 
executive offices since it was built in 1906. 

A complete restoration of the building was done in 2002 
returning to the original paint colors and recreating the 
amazing stained-glass skylights. 

Be sure to look up next time you are in Beardshear. It's a 
view that hasn't been seen in over a hundred years. 

Location: Inside Beardshear Hall 

“Living in a way that reflects one’s values is not just about what you do, 
it is also about how you do things.” -Deborah Day 

Look up and around. 
What do you see? 

What can you touch? 
Imagine the workers who 

created this amazing 
space– and those who 

restored it! 

Reflect on the quote by 
Deborah Day.  

How do your values 
reflect how you do 
things each day? 

Thoughts: 
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Pause 6: Circle of Life
The Fountain of the Four Seasons sculpture was created in 
1941 by Christian Petersen. It is inspired by the Osage chant of 
thanksgiving with the four seated Native American women 
facing north, south, east, and west, each demonstrating a line of 
the prayer and the seasonality of the year.

All our lives are a circle and moving through the circle brings us 
to an understanding of the different stages of life, the benefits of 
each stage and that all is connected. 

Location: Outside of the north entrance to the Memorial Union 

“What we fear doing most is usually what we most need to do.” -Ralph Waldo Emerson 

Mindful Movement: 
Today, slow down as you eat 
and drink. As you eat food, 

notice each bite– the texture, 
taste and smell.  

As you enjoy a drink, notice 
each sip– the temperature, 

taste and smell. 
 

Reflect on your journey of 
life to this point. The 

seasons that you have 
encountered over and over 
again. What learnings do 
you want to hold on to as 

you continue  
your circle of life? 

Thoughts: 


